We want to update our Bugzilla instance to 5.0.
The scope of this ticket is to:
- plan the migration, also wrt. timing (when's a good time to do the switch? IIRC for 2015, it was early January?)
- test the migration with productive data on the test VM
- adapt patches and plugins to be compatible with 5.0
- announce, coordinate and deploy the upgrade

The FDO -> TDF migration was on January 24th, which was a Saturday. Migrating late on a Friday or early on a Saturday in January sounds reasonable.

We'll use the branch tdf-draft-5.0 for the test VM. We're also verifying patches against 4.4.10 for the Whiteboard/triaging, so we'll need to determine if we can switch back and forth between those versions safely, or if deploying 5.0 will cause any incompatible database upgrades.

Because we use the test VM for staging before production and upgrading is a 1-way street, the db is being duplicated so that we have a 4.10-db and a 5.0-db and then can switch between them as needed. This is a bit more complicated than our current test mechanism, but it's the simplest way for us to use the same VM for both types of testing.

Once we upgrade production to Bugzilla 5 (January-ish), we can then drop the older test-db for Bugzilla 4.10. I think space-wise we should have no problems on the test VM for now.

Moving to Cloph's pile, but un-milestoned yet - let's revisit next year if we still need this and who carries it out; so no action required from your side for the moment, Cloph
#7 - 2016-02-23 08:52 - Florian Effenberger
  - Assignee changed from Christian Lohmaier to Alexander Werner
  - Target version set to Qlater

Finally something for Alex pile, but not urgent from what I heard, so "later" for now

#8 - 2016-02-23 09:31 - Florian Effenberger
  - Related to Task #1402: Bugzilla maintenance added

#9 - 2016-05-17 15:13 - Florian Effenberger
  - Blocked by deleted (Task #1063: Bugzilla: remove FDO products from New Charts)

#10 - 2016-05-17 15:13 - Florian Effenberger
  - Related to deleted (Task #1402: Bugzilla maintenance)

#11 - 2016-05-17 15:14 - Florian Effenberger
  - Status changed from In Progress to Closed

Done during the last maintenance window, as an update was pending anyways